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What is it all about? What are successful model development strategies for complex social systems
modeling? How does modelling work in large, collaborative, and multi-disciplinary projects in
academia, non-governmental and governmental organisations, and industry? How do we derive new
and general insights from modelling complex social systems? Anecdotal evidence suggests that the
community of agent-based modellers partially suffers from a lack of structured and standardised
ways for model development. In order to close this gap, we have created a model development
framework, namely the Engineering Agent Based Social Simulation framework (or EABSS for short)
which supports model development and model documentation in a structured way. Figure 1 shows a
high level overview of the framework. Full details together with an illustrative example can be found
in Siebers and Klügl (2017).

Figure 1: High level overview of the EABSS
PhiloLab is a concept based on the EABSS and its purpose is to stimulate and formally support
discussions about philosophical questions of future societal models. Here, the EABSS becomes a tool
for stimulating a focused conversation, in order to capture as many thoughts about a specific topic
as possible. The goal in this case is to use the guided discussions to capture the diversity of
perspectives held by various stakeholders related to the topic being discussed.
How does it work? The EABSS is grounded in the concept of co-creation (Mitleton-Kelly 2003) and
ideas from Software Engineering (Sommerville 2015). In addition it draws on elements of
Kankainen's focus group approach to service design (Kankainen et al 2012). The framework implicitly
provides ground rules, which is something commonly done when working with children but often
forgotten when working with grownups. These grounded rules are in line with De Bono's philosophy
of parallel thinking, and state that people are going to listen to each other and that people respect
each other's point of view. To capture information it uses predefined table templates, and UML (a
graphical notation used in Software Engineering) as main forms of stimulating and documenting
contributions from all participating stakeholders during problem analysis and model design. It is this
combination of tools and methods that makes it approachable for everyone, who wants to give it a
go.

When do we use it? PhiloLab can be used for two purposes: (1) for collaborative model development
(from scratch or to extend/validate existing models) and (2) to stimulate and formally support
discussions about philosophical questions of societal issues that need to be addressed. We have
tested the framework in several domains, including Architecture, Geography, Organisational
Behavior (Secchi et al 2018), and Mental Health (Nielsson et al under review). It is designed with the
aim to look at a complex system in more detail with every further step. There is always information
from previous steps that can be used to get started with the next step. This principle serves
validation, as getting stuck in the current step is a good indicator that something in previous steps is
not quite right and needs to be amended.
What do we get out of it? The outcome of a PhiloLab session is a structured record of the key points
of the focus group discussions, in a format that is easy to understand by all stakeholders, and easy to
extend. With a little effort this can often be translated into an agent-based social simulation model,
which can then be used by the stakeholders as a "what-if" analysis tool.
What is our experience so far? Interestingly we found that each of the academics involved in running
the focus groups finds PhiloLab supportive in a different way, perhaps embedded within the
research method used in their domain. So the concept itself can be seen as interdisciplinary, while it
was originally only intended to support social simulation model development. It has now been used
for model development, reverse engineering of existing models for validity checking, discussions to
extend existing models and confirm their validity, debates to analyse research topics and work on
defining new directions for research.
Where are we going from here? More recently I got interested in the philosophical debates of
Richard David Precht, a German Philosopher who debates about "the digital revolution of society". I
would like to use the EABSS to test some of his future visions and to see if we can visualise his worlds
with the help of ABSS. I would like to approach this in a more systematic way - i.e. to build a kind of
toolbox that allows us to build this new genre of models easier. In the end we could have a collection
of templates that allow the community to put together models for tackling philosophical questions perhaps in form of a toolbox as an extension to existing simulation packages.
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